HOW TO READ VT FINE LAMINATE COUNTERTOP IDENTIFICATION LABELS

1. Customer name
2. Customer’s city & state
3. VT item number
4. Item description
5. VT inventory laminate code
6. Line item comment
7. Size of laminate used
8. Customer purchase order number
9. Ship date
10. Y=trim tops
11. Manufacturing ID number
12. Production schedule number
13. VT shipping zone number
14. Quantity of items with the same manufacturing ID #
15. Color name

3” X 6 ½” affixed to the deck surface

5/8” x 6 ½” affixed to the raw end of countertop top

Refer to your purchase order number, manufacturing ID number and/or VT order number when making an inquiry. Please direct any questions or concerns to a customer service representative by calling 888.287.8356 or by faxing 712.368.4188.